### Native Americans Pre-Contact

- ___________________________ was a significant food source in present day ________ US
- ________ US - Natives hunted, fished, and foraged
- Great Basin and Plains - predominantly ___________________________
- ___________________________
- NE US - mix of agriculture and ___________________________

### European Exploration Goals

- Technological Improvements that helped promote contact and trade?
  - ___________________________
  - ___________________________
- Reasons for Exploration?
  - ___________ (gold), ___________________________ (glory), and spread ___________________________ (God)

### European Contact

- Columbian Exchange:
  - ___________________________
  - ___________________________
- Impact on Europe?
  - ___________________________ (corn, potatoes)
  - Shift from ___________________________
- Impact on Natives?
  - ___________________________ killed many
  - ___________________________ transformed way of life (hunting, warfare)
- Impact on Africans?
  - Increase in ___________________________
  - ___________________________

### The Transformation of the Americas

- Impacts of Spanish contact:
  - New ___________________________ system and racially diverse populations
    - Mestizo - mixed Spanish and Native ancestry
    - Mulatto - mixed Spanish and African ancestry
  - ___________________________ System (16th Century):
    - Royal grants of land from Spanish crown to Spaniards
    - Spanish settlers promised to ___________________________
      Natives
      - Spanish gained tribute
What did Las Casas argue?

• How were Natives impacted?
  • Many were treated harshly
    • Heavy ____________________________
      ____________________________
    • Eventually, the system was replaced by____________

• Debates over treatment of Natives:
  • Bartolome de Las Casas
  • How was treatment of Africans and Natives justified?
    • ________________________________

• Conflict with Natives:
  • Europeans sought to change Natives’ way of life and worldview
    • Natives sought to preserve ** __________________**
      (independence or self-rule)
  • Africans adapt to the Western Hemisphere:
    • Sought to preserve ** __________________**
      • Combined ______________________________
      ______________________________
    • ______________________________ - made up of runaway slaves

Quick Recap

• ____________________________________________________________
• ____________________________________________________________
• ____________________________________________________________
• ____________________________________________________________
• ____________________________________________________________
• ____________________________________________________________
• ____________________________________________________________

Short Answer Question
Be sure to answer all 3 parts in at least 2-3 sentences. (Label a, b, and c as well)
a) Briefly explain one reason for European Colonization of the Americas.
b) Briefly explain one impact of the colonization on Native Americans.
c) Briefly explain one impact of colonization on Europeans.
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